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Upcoming Calls

• CDPH Tuesday, 8 a.m., All-Facilities Phone Calls:
– Call in: 1.844.721.7239
– Access code: 799 3227

• CDPH Wednesday, 3 p.m., SNF Infection Prevention (IP) Webinars:
– Register at: hsag.com/cdph-ip-webinars
– Recordings, notes, and slides are posted at registration site
– Trouble logging in: check link and date at registration site

• CDPH Thursday, 12 noon, SNF IP Phone Calls:
– Dial-in: 1.877.226.8163
– Access Code: 513 711
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How to Find the Chat Button and 
Submit a Question
1. To submit a question, click on the 

Chat Button located in the bottom 
right corner of your Webex window.

2. The Chat panel will open on 
your right. 

3. Indicate that you want to send a 
question to All Panelists.

4. Type your question in the box at the 
bottom of the panel.

5. Press Enter on your keyboard to 
submit your question.

To connect to the audio portion of the webinar, 
please have Webex call you. Type chat message here
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Please Take 5 Seconds and Let Us Know

We want this call to be meaningful 
to you, so we need your input.

At the end of the webinar, you will 
be asked one question to 
determine if this call equipped 
your organization to manage 
COVID-19 and/or your infection 
prevention practices.
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Agenda

• CDPH Updates

• Testing Task Force Updates

• Immunization Branch Updates

• Monoclonal Antibody Updates

• National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) Updates

• Q&A
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Full Speed Ahead! 
COVID-19 Vaccination Recognition Program 
• Third Quarter Results (July, August, September 2021)

– 1,025 (86%) California nursing homes achieved >75% staff 
vaccination rate for four consecutive weeks.

– 539 (45%) California nursing homes achieved >90% resident 
vaccination rate for four consecutive weeks.

• Fourth Quarter Goal*
(October, November, December 2021)
– 95% staff vaccination rate
– 95% resident vaccination rate
*Percentages are subject to change based on the CMS Final Rule.



CMS COVID-19 Nursing Home Data:
Current Staff with Completed Vaccination
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93.20%

https://data.cms.gov/covid-19/covid-19-nursing-home-data

https://data.cms.gov/covid-19/covid-19-nursing-home-data


CMS COVID-19 Nursing Home Data:
Current Residents with Completed Vaccination
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88.12%

https://data.cms.gov/covid-19/covid-19-nursing-home-data

https://data.cms.gov/covid-19/covid-19-nursing-home-data


Search Engine for Current and Past Guidance

• Clear Pol https://beta.clearpol.com/
– Cloud-based software designed to make compliance easier
– Powerful search function
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https://beta.clearpol.com/


Clear Pol Advanced Search Example—Quarantine
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Clear Pol Example: 
Comparing Current vs. Past Guidance
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AFL 21-08.4
September 9, 2021

AFL 21-08.5
October 11, 2021

List of 
Changes

AFL sample



CDPH Updates
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Poll: Has your facility started to provide 
booster doses?
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October 13, 2021 Poll Result: 
Has your facility started to 

provide booster doses?



NHSN Update



Point of Care (POC) Test Results

• Must update CSV template column header
– Starting October 29, 2021
– From “testOrdered” to “testPerformed”
– Data reflecting tests performed
– For single-plex devices: test ordered = test performed
– For multi-plex devices: test ordered ≠ test performed
– Reporting non-SARS CoV-2 test results is optional in NHSN
– Updated CSV template available on: 

https://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/ltc/covid19/index.html

https://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/ltc/covid19/index.html


Recorded Training

• Topic: FAQs for NHSN users that report weekly 
COVID-19 Vaccination Data for Long-term Care 
Facilities

• Access recording: 
https://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/ltc/covid19/index.html
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https://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/ltc/covid19/index.html


COVID-19 HCP Vaccination Reporting 
Overview

• Q1 # of HCP eligible to have worked for at least 1 day during 
the reporting week

• Q2 # of HCP in #1 who have received vaccine
– Pfizer (Only 1-dose | both dose 1 and 2)
– Moderna (Only 1-dose | both dose 1 and 2)
– Janssen (1-dose)
– Unspecified

• Q3 # of HCP in #1 with other conditions:
– 3.1 Medical contraindications
– 3.2 Offered but declined
– 3.3 Unknown (Documentation not provided)
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COVID-19 HCP Vaccination Reporting 
Overview (cont.)

• Q4 # of HCP in #2 eligible to receive an additional dose or 
booster

• Q5 # of HCP in #4 who have received an additional dose or 
booster vaccine (at facility or elsewhere)
– Pfizer (Only 1-dose | both dose 1 and 2)
– Moderna (Only 1-dose | both dose 1 and 2)
– Janssen (1-dose)
– Unspecified

• Q6 Vaccine Supply
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Question 2 Unspecified

• Complete COVID-19 vaccination received elsewhere but 
the info for the specific manufacture of the vaccine was 
unavailable.

• Received complete 2-dose vaccination but 
documentation of different manufacturers for each dose 
received.

• Complete vaccination received by a vaccine manufacture 
not approved or authorized in the U.S. but listed for 
emergency use by the World Health Organization (WHO).

• Received vaccination through a clinical trial by a vaccine 
not approved or authorized in the U.S.
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FAQ—Question 1

• Do not include in Q1 if…
– On leave > 2 weeks
– Vendor who only promote service or sell a product
– Vendor who provide service but not regular at the facility
– Off-site
– (Not eligible to receive vaccine due to age - Residents)

• Do include in Q1 if…
– Temporary leave ≤ 2 weeks
– HCP working at another facility
– HCP working < 8 hours a day
– Not on facility payroll (categorize accordingly)
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FAQ—COVID-19 Vaccination Reporting

• How should we categorize employees who are on 
vacation or leave?
– Include individuals even if they are on temporary 

leave during the week of data collection.
– Temporary leave = less than or equal to 2 weeks.

• Example A: Maternity for 3 months -> Do not included
• Example B: Medical leave less than a week -> Include in 

question #1 
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FAQ—COVID-19 Vaccination Reporting

• How do I categorize an individual who was granted a 
religious or personal belief exemption to COVID-19 
vaccination according to the facility’s policy?
– 3.2 Declined to receive COVID-19 vaccination.
– This is true even if your facility permits religious or 

philosophical exemptions for COVID-19 vaccination.
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Questions?
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CMS Disclaimer

This material was prepared by Health Services Advisory Group (HSAG), a Quality Innovation Network-Quality 
Improvement Organization (QIN-QIO) under contract with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), an 

agency of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). Views expressed in this material do not necessarily 
reflect the official views or policy of CMS or HHS, and any reference to a specific product or entity herein does not 

constitute endorsement of that product or entity by CMS or HHS. Publication No. CA-12SOW-XC-11032021-01
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